I really do have to start with some -ologies. The recent, in history of the earth terms, advent of humans is only known to us through the realms of archaeology and anthropology. Modern humans have had an advanced culture for 10,000 years and the story starts, so far as we know at present, with sumeriology: the study of the ancient Sumerian peoples. It is one thing to dig up postholes, hearth places and pottery shards and deduce, many would say speculate, on the people whose history they represent. It is quite another when those people have left written information. Deduction and speculation then give way to hard facts. Ancient civilizations from at least the Neolithic period have left signs and patterns scratched onto a variety of surfaces, but what these were and what they mean is generally unknown. Many may have been economic tallies or a pictographic proto-writing system; who knows? It is only as emerging technology brought people into the bronze age that true writing developed and it is a near certainty that Sumerian pictographic protowriting developed into writing. This was the world's oldest known true writing system, an arrangement of wedge shaped marks that we call cuneiform. So, from Sumeria to Assyria and, therefore Assyriology which is the archaeological, historical, and linguistic study of ancient Mesopotamia and the related cultures that used cuneiform writing. All this we know because we have found many examples of the writing and it has been deciphered and translated. This from early in the 3rd millennium BCE. There is other writing, more ideographic, found in the early Egyptian pyramids, religious texts to direct the pharaohs on their journey into the afterlife; this too has been deciphered and translated. Before the millennium was out the first novels appeared of which the most complete is the Epic of Gilgamesh. This is a story of gods and demons and a striving for immortality. It also includes a story which may be the origins of the Biblical story of Noah's Ark. So, we know something of ancient people, who lived nearly 5000 years ago because they wrote on clay tablets which they fired, later they carved stone or wrote on papyrus or painted on walls. All durable media that have survived. Bronze Age people and later Iron Age people left records that survive as have the histories of more recent people. From the 15th century things got a lot easier after the introduction of the Gutenburg press. Books, which up to that time had been hand-written, could now be mass produced. Information about the world and everything in it just kept appearing, more and more and more of it.
Maybe it all started to change in the early years of the 19th century when Jacquard invented his process for programming the patterns on cloth produced by a loom. His advance was to use punched cards to order the pattern of the loom's weave. Changes in the pattern could be made by simply changing cards. An advance that was an important conceptual precursor to the development of computer programming. The computer age had begun. Charles Babbage knew of Jacquard's work and planned to use punched cards to store programs for his Analytical Engine. The Analytical Engine was to be a mechanical general-purpose computer. Although never built in his lifetime models have now been made which show that it would have worked. Punched card technology was further advanced by Hollerith and his cards were still in common use into the 1970s. Now they are almost an obsolete recording medium, maybe completely obsolete. However, the paper or the card was as durable as any produced in the last 4000 years as was the information it contained. Punched cards were used through the 20th century in computing machines for input, processing, and data storage. Early digital computers used punched cards as the primary medium for input of both computer programs and data, with offline data entry on key punch machines. Although most of the machinery has disappeared so long as the cards remain the information on them can possibly be recovered. The reality is that the people who operated the machines learnt only about those machines. In time they retired and another generation came in to use updated, probably completely new, machines. They knew nothing of the earlier machines. A chunk of information is now effectively lost. This is why banks and other institutions suddenly find they do not know your date of birth or any of the other pieces of information they have held on record for, maybe decades. They have to start amassing the data again, from scratch. The information is not necessarily lost it is just encoded and nobody knows the key. Anyone in the future who wants to recover the data must either rebuild the machines or find some other way of deciphering the code.
Charles Babbage had planned that his Analytical Engine would be driven by steam. Early punched card readers as used for statistical analysis were electromechanical devices. The first proper computers, by the definition we use today were electronic-electro-mechanical. As technology developed the electronic components increased and the electro-mechanical ones were replaced. Today most PCs have data storage in the form of hard disks driven by electric motors, data readers for floppy disks, CDs and DVDs run by electric motors, loudspeakers which may be electro-mechanical and they are also cooled by electric fans and that is about it. Now the hard disks have started to disappear replaced by Solid State Drives (SSD) and fewer machines offer the option of floppy disks. Some no longer support CDs and DVDs. In a year or two home computers will be totally electronicexcept perhaps for the cooling fan although technology may make that defunct. Input and output will be by solid state memory or wireless connection. As technology advances so information loss increases. Punched cards and punched tape still hold information even though it is difficult to extract it. Is this the case with the magnetic data storage that followed them? Who now can read 8-inch floppy disks or 5.25-inch floppy disks -the socalled 'B' drive. Soon few people will have the equipment to read 'A' drive 3.5-inch disks. On 29 January 2007 the British computer retail chain PC World issued a statement saying that only 2% of the computers that they sold contained a built-in floppy disk drive and, once present stocks were exhausted, no more floppies would be sold. Punched cards and tape can be read without a reader even if the process is very, very slow. Not so for magnetic disks -and, because physics will not be mocked -the data on them will degrade in time. It has nothing like the lifetime of paper which (at least as papyrus) has lasted millennia. The story is very similar for CDs and DVDs. Dangerously, since words on paper are big and bulky, information is being committed to media such as these and the paper version destroyed. Paper is disappearing as a storage medium. High volume ''flash'' memory is now used to hold more and more information. How long will the data these neat little pieces of technology hold last? How much effort is being spent on stabilizing and storing the information we generate in a form that will last? A lot of questions: we can look back in time nearly 6000 years and read about the generations who preceded us. Will those who live 6000 years in the future be able to recover information about us or will the 20th and 21st Centuries be spoken of as another dark ages.
